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Introduction

Population structuring, the non-random distribution of genetic variation among individuals of a species, can
be notoriously difficult to detect and characterise. In this practical we will attempt to characterise the genetic
structuring among 444 brown trout, sampled from 25 separate sites along three tributaries of a small river
system. We will start with a standard PCA approach, making use only of genetic data, eventually building
to sPCA and MEMGENE analysis, where we will use spatial data to refine any genetic structuring. Below is
a map of our study system.

Figure 1: A map of our brown trout study system. Red circles show sampling locations, while adjescent
numbers show sample sizes per site

You will notice that some sample sites have very small numbers, and overall our sampling is relatively high
resolution. This is so because the brown trout, being a salmonid fish exhibits strong homing behaviour,
meaning that population structure can arise over very small spatial scales. Therefore, to fully characterise
the total genetic diversity and structuring of trout in this system, pseudo-continuous sampling was employed.

This sampling design, while very good for understanding the total diversity within a given area, also presents
a difficult analytical challenge. Clearly each site is not expected to represent a population sample, and in any
case, some sample sizes per site would not be representative. As such, it would be meaningless to attempt to
characterise populations based on the samples here (e.g. how relevant is allelic richness calculated per site
sample?). The correct approach to analysing such data is to infer populations, and then characterise those
populations (e.g. HWE, differentiation etc. . . ).
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Practical 5: spatially explicit analysis of population structure

Introduction

We have seen the ability of the sPCA method to extract meaningful but weak spatially relevant genetic
structure. Such improvements in power are very useful for studying populations over small spatial scales or
species that display only weak genetic structure (e.g. pelagic marine species). In this practical we will carry
out sPCA analysis on our brown trout data. Since this analysis requires some GIS, the first thing we need to
do is ensure we have all of the relevant packages installed on our system.

1. Setting up our system

a. Install the following packages from the CRAN repository

raster
maptools
spdep
sp
shapefiles

b. Remembering that our brown trout have been sampled from a river network, calculating the simple
Euclidean distance among individuals is not sufficient. Instead we need to calculate the distance
among individuals along the river network. To do this, I have written a small helper package
named spcaHelper, which can be installed using the following command;

devtools::install_github("kkeenan02/spcaHelper")

Let me know if you have any problems installing this package.

c. Load all of the newly installed packages, as well as adegenet.

2. Reading relevant data into R

a. Read the trout_riv.gen file and store it as trout_dat

b. Scale the trout data
c. Additional data can be stored in the @other slot of our genind object (i.e. trout_dat). Thinking

back to practical 2, can you read the river_coords.txt file and store in as trout_dat@other$xy?
d. Using the following command, store the river shapefile too.

trout_dat@other$shp <- readShapeLines("./data/river_shp/river_shp.shp")

e. Check that this was successful by running the following code

plot(trout_dat@other$shp)

You should get a map of the study river system.

3. Calculating a connection network for complex landscapes
Because the chooseCN function automatically calculates Euclidean distances, this is obviously not
suitable for our trout data, or indeed any landscape with complex pathways and corridors. To overcome
this limitation it is possible to first calculate a suitable spatial weights matrix and then use this to
define a network. The spatial weights matrix is calculated using the function distCalc in spcaHelper.
This function accepts a raster of the river network (trout_river.asc; image below) along which pairwise
distances between all pairs of xy coordinates are calculated:
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Following the calculation of these absolute distances a spatial weights matrix is calculated simply as
the inverse of the absolute distances. In this matrix, small distances are represented by large weights.

a. Using the following command, calculate a spatial weights matrix for our trout data

wt_mat <- distCalc(raster = "./data/trout_river.asc",
coords = "./data/trout_coords.txt",
mat_type = "weight")

b. Can you inspect wt_mat and understand the information it contains? How many rows and columns
are there? Does this match the total number of trout sampled?

c. For the purposes of running moran.mc, it is necessary to convert our spatial weights matrix to a
listw object. This can be done as follows:

# We neet to replace any missing data with 0
wt_mat[is.na(wt_mat)] <- 0
# Now we can convert our weights matrix to a listw object
wt_lw <- mat2listw(wt_mat)

We are now prepared to explore the existence of spatially relevant genetic structure and finally
conduct an sPCA.

4. Some plotting skills before we proceed

The effective application of sPCA relies heavily on being able to plot spatial information to make sense of
our results. In this section we will learn how the ggplot2 package can be readily used to make some pretty
useful and complex plots, importantly, in a relatively pain free way.

The most complex challenge when plotting maps using ggplot2 is converting our shapefile (i.e.
trout_dat@other$shp) into a data structure that ggplot2 understands. The following code will convert our
river shapefile into a dataframe.

library("ggplot2")
trout_dat@other$shp@data$id <- rownames(trout_dat@other$shp@data)
shp_df <- fortify(trout_dat@other$shp, region = "id")
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This dataframe can now be plotted using ggplot2 as follows:

ggplot() +
geom_path(data = shp_df, aes(x = long, y = lat, group = group))
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If we wanted to add some points to this plot we could use the following command:

ggplot() +
geom_path(data = shp_df, aes(x = long, y = lat, group = group)) +
geom_point(aes(x = trout_dat@other$xy[,1],

y = trout_dat@other$xy[,2]),
colour = "red", size = 5)
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Let’s run a PCA and see how we might use that information for plotting.

Plot point colour according to individual score on PC1

trout_pca <- dudi.pca(trout_dat, scannf = FALSE, nf = 2)
ggplot() +

geom_path(data = shp_df, aes(x = long, y = lat, group = group)) +
geom_point(aes(x = trout_dat@other$xy[,1],

y = trout_dat@other$xy[,2],
colour = trout_pca$l1[,1]), size = 5) +

scale_color_gradient(low = "yellow", high = "red")
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Plot point colour according to individual score on PC2

ggplot() +
geom_path(data = shp_df, aes(x = long, y = lat, group = group)) +
geom_point(aes(x = trout_dat@other$xy[,1],

y = trout_dat@other$xy[,2],
colour = trout_pca$l1[,2]), size = 5) +

scale_color_gradient(low = "yellow", high = "red")
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5. Looking for evidence for spatially relevant structures

a. Test if there is significant spatial autocorrelation in PC1 and PC2 of a PCA one the trout data.
Note that the function moran.mc requires a listw so make sure you use lw_mt rather than
‘wt_mat2. Is there significant spatial autocorrelation in these axes? Remember you can plot your
results.

b. The next task is to assess the multivariate spatial autocorrelation. This is done with the
mantel.randtest. This function requires a dist object containing the Euclidean distances
among individuals calculated from the scaled genetic data, and a dist object containing spatial
distances between all pairs of individuals. Remember, it is not sufficient to calculate Euclidean
distance from our xy data. Instead we need to calculate a river distance matrix and then convert
it to and dist object. This can be done as follows:

dist_mat <- as.dist(distCalc(raster = "./data/trout_river.asc",
coords = "./data/trout_coords.txt",
mat_type = "distance"))

Referring back to the lecture, run and plot a Mantel test.
c. Is there a significant correlation between these two matrices? (remember you can plot the results,

and the pvalue is provided in the results).

6. Running sPCA analysis

a. Run an sPCA on your trout_data, and use the wt_mat matrix returned from distCalc as
your matWeight argument. Choose the appropriate number of global and local spatial Principal
components to retain.

b. Following the plotting examples above, plot your first sPC axis on a ggplot map.
c. Plot your second axis on a ggplot map.
d. Using the colorplot function, visualise both axes on a single map.

7. Classifying individuals

a. Calculate pairwise Euclidean distance among individual sPC scored on the first and second sPC
axes (you can use the dist function to help you).

b. Using hierarchical clustering in the hclust function, cluster individuals using the ward.D2 method.
c. Plot the hierarchical tree.
d. Cut the tree at the point you think represents the most parsimonious number of clusters within

your data.
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